Pre symptomatic detection of wheat leaf rust in the susceptible cv Skalmeje and the resistant cv Esket by means of UV laser-induced fluorescence.
In modern agriculture there is a great demand for a rapid and objective screening method for stress resistance, because so far, the resistance of new cultivars is tested in time- and money consuming field experiments. Based on fluorescence ratios, and lifetime of fluorophores measured by fluorescence spectroscopy, we have postulated that an early discrimination of susceptible and resistant wheat cultivars to the leaf rust pathogen Puccinia triticina can be accomplished. As representative for leaf rust resistant and leaf rust susceptible wheat genotypes the cultivars Esket and Skalmeje, respectively, were chosen. Plants were grown under controlled environment conditions and inoculated with the leaf rust pathogen at the second-leaf-stage by single-droplet application. Fluorescence measurements were carried out from two to four days after inoculation (dai) by using a compact fibre-optic fluorescence spectrometer with nanosecond time-resolution. Experimental results indicated that UV laser-induced spectral characteristics as well as determination of fluorescence lifetime are suited to detect leaf rust two dai. For this purpose several ratios and wavelength can be considered. In general, the tested cultivars showed distinct responses to the pathogen development. In this context the ratio F451/F687 measured three dai and mean lifetimes at 500 nm and 530 nm are suited to differentiate the resistant Esket from the susceptible Skalmeje genotypes.